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Abstract 
Cozens, M.B. and M.D. Halsey, The relationship between the threshold dimension of split 
graphs and various dimensional parameters, Discrete Applied Mathematics 30 (1991) 125-135. 
Let the coboxicity of a graph G be denoted by cob(G), and the threshold dimension by t(G). For 
fixed kr3, determining if cob(G)zk and t(G)sk are both NP-complete problems. We show 
that if G is a comparability graph, then we can determine if cob(G) 5 2 in polynomial time. This 
result shows that it is possible to determine if the interval dimension of a poset equals 2 in 
polynomial time. If the clique covering number of G is 2, we show that one can determine if 
t(G)< 2 in polynomial time. Sufficient conditions on G are given for cob(G)< 2 and for t(G)s2. 
Keywords. Graph, cointerval graph, split graph, boxicity, and threshold dimension 
1. Introduction 
In this paper we will consider various dimensional and codimensional properties 
of graphs where it is possible to determine if the dimension and/or codimension is 
less than or equal to two in polynomial time. A property 9 of graphs is a dimen- 
sionalproperty if every graph is the intersection of graphs having property 9, and 
a property 9 of graphs is a codimensionalproperty if every graph is the edge union 
of graphs having property 9. When we talk of intersections and unions of graphs 
in this paper it is understood that the graphs in question have the same vertex set, 
and that edge union does not require a disjoint union. If 9 is a dimensional prop- 
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erty, the least integer k such that G is the intersection of k graphs having property 
9 is the dimension of G relative to property 9! Similarly, if 9 is a codimensional 
property, the least integer k such that G is the edge union of k graphs having prop- 
erty 9 is the codimension of G relative to property 9. Determining if the dimension 
or codimension of a graph is less than or equal to k for all k2 3, is an NP-complete 
problem for almost all dimensional and codimensional properties that one could 
define. (For examples see Yannakakis [7].) If k= 1, then the problem is easy for 
almost all dimensional and codimensional properties since then the graph itself must 
have property 9? The case k = 2 has eluded researchers for most of the dimensional 
and codimensional properties. It is this case that we will concern ourselves with in 
this paper. We will show that the dimension or codimension of certain classes of 
graphs relative to one property is less than or equal to k if and only if a transforma- 
tion of the graph has dimension or codimension less than or equal to k for a differ- 
ent property. We can then use any polynomial algorithms for determining one 
dimension to determine the other. 
2. Threshold dimension and cohoxicity of a graph 
In this section we will relate the codimensional concepts of threshold dimension 
and coboxicity of a graph. A graph G is an interval graph if it is the intersection 
graph of a family of closed intervals on the line. Roberts [12] showed that the inter- 
val graph property is a dimensional property, and defined the boxicity of a graph, 
b(G), to be the dimension of G for this property. A graph G is a cointerval graph 
if its complement, 6, is an interval graph. As pointed out in Cozzens and Roberts 
[5], the property of being a cointerval graph with isolated vertices is a codimensional 
property. The cointerval dimension of a graph G, called the coboxicity of G, 
denoted cob(G), is equal to the boxicity of 6. Much of the work done in finding 
the boxicity of various classes of graphs has centered on finding the coboxicity of 
the complements of graphs in these classes [4]. 
Graphs with boxicity k arise in a variety of applications, in particular in problems 
of niche overlap (competition) in ecology and in problems of fleet maintenance in 
operations research. See Cohen [l] and Roberts [13,14] for a discussion of the 
ecological applications, and Cozzens and Roberts [4] and Opsut and Roberts [l l] 
for a discussion of the fleet maintenance application. 
A threshold graph is a graph that does not contain 2K, (two independent edges), 
P4 (a path on 4 vertices), or C, (the cycle on 4 vertices) as an induced subgraph. 
The threshold graph property is a codimensional property. The threshold dimension 
of graphs has been studied in recent papers by Cozzens and Leibowitz [2,3], 
Hammer and Mahadev [9], and Ibaraki and Peled [lo]. These papers also discuss 
the applications of threshold dimension to psychological scaling and Boolean 
programming. We will denote the threshold dimension of a graph G by t(G). One 
should note that the calculation of t(G) amounts to finding threshold graphs which 
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cover the edges of G, and the calculation of cob(G) amounts to finding cointerval 
graphs that cover the edges of G. 
Many characterizations of interval graphs exist, but the easiest o apply to co- 
interval graphs is the Gilmore and Hoffman characterization [7] that gives the 
following: 
Proposition 2.1. A graph G is a cointerval graph if and onIy if G has no induced 
2Kz and G is transitively orientable. 
Transitively orientable graphs are called comparability graphs. Threshold graphs 
are comparability graphs (Golumbic [S]) and contain no 2K,, hence every threshold 
graph is a cointerval graph. Thus, we have the following result: 
Proposition 2.2. For all graphs G, cob(G) 5 t(G), and b(6) 5 t(G). 
Since P4 is a cointerval graph, but not a threshold graph, we do not have 
equality. 
Throughout this paper all graphs will be finite and contain no loops or multiple 
edges. 
Let G be a graph, with acyclic orientation R (note that every graph has an acyclic 
orientation). Construct a new graph G2 as follows: 
l V(G,) = I’, U V, where each 6 is a copy of V(G). 
l {x, y} is an edge of G2 if and only if x and y are both in V, or y is in V, and 
x is in VI and yRx. 
Figure 1 illustrates this construction. 
A graph G is a split graph if its vertex set can be partitioned into two parts, 
V(G) = K U I, such that K induces a complete graph and I induces an independent 
set. G2 in the construction above is a split graph. Ibaraki and Peled [lo] gave a 
polynomial time algorithm for determining if the threshold dimension of split 
graphs is less than or equal to 2. Therfore, it is possible in polynomial time to deter- 
mine if the threshold dimension of G2 is less than or equal to 2. 
Lemma 2.3. Let G be a graph with acyclic orientation R, and G2 be formed from 
G as described above. If H is a spanning subgraph of GZ, and H is a threshold 
graph, then the subgraph L, of G consisting of the vertices of G and the edges cor- 
responding to those of H between V, and V, is a cointerval graph. 
Proof. Let H be a threshold spanning subgraph of Gz. Let L, be the subgraph of 
G consisting of the vertices of G and the edges corresponding to those of H between 
V, and V,. We want to show that L, is a cointerval graph by showing that R is a 
transitive orientation of L,, and LH contains no induced 2Kz. Suppose R is not a 
transitive orientation of L,. Then there exist vertices a, 6, and c in L, such that 
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aRb and bRc, but the edge {a,~} is not in LH. If {a,~} is not in L,, then {az,cl} 
is not in H. Therefore, the vertices a, b, and c induce the P4: bl -al- bz- cl in H, 
a contradiction to the fact that H is a threshold graph. 
If L, contains a 2K, induced by vertices a, b, c, and d, with aRb and cRd, then 
bl - a2 - c2 - dl is a P4 in H, a contradiction. Therefore, L, is a cointerval graph 
by Proposition 2.1. 0 
Theorem 2.4. Let G be a graph with acyclic orientation R, and G2 be formed from 
G as described above. Then if t(G2)5 k, then cob(G)5 k. 
Proof. Let t(G,) 5 k and H,, H,, . . . , Hk be threshold graphs that cover the edges of 
Gz. Let Li be the spanning subgraph of G consisting of the vertices of G and the 
edges corresponding to those of Hi between Vi and V,. Each Li is a cointerval 
graph by Lemma 2.3, and together they cover all of the edges of G. Therefore, the 
set L,,Lz,..., L,, is a covering of G with cointerval graphs and cob(G)< k. 0 
With this theorem we can prove a stronger result relating the coboxicity of a com- 
parability graph to the threshold dimension of a split graph. For the case k= 2, this 
says that we can determine if the coboxicity of a comparability graph is less than 
or equal to 2 in polynomial time. Similarly, it says that we can determine if the 
boxicity of a graph whose complement is a comparability graph is less than or equal 
to 2 in polynomial time. 
If G is a graph with orientation R, then the following algorithm due to Warshall 
[15] can be applied in polynomial time to find the transitive closure of G, denoted 
T,(G). 
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Input: Adjacency matrix M of G directed by R. 
Output: Adjacency matrix of T,(G). 
begin 
fory=l to IV1 do 
for x=1 to )V/‘I do 
if M(x, y) = 1 then 
forj-1 to (VI do 
if M(y,j) = 1 then M(x,j) +- 1 
end 
For each vertex y, the algorithm determines if y is the middle of a directed P2, 
x-v-j, and if so, it adds edge (x,j) to the graph. 
Henceforth, we shall assume that Warshall’s algorithm is used to find the transi- 
tive closure of a graph. 
Lemma 2.5. Let G be a graph with transitive orientation R, and H be a cointerval 
subgraph of G. Then T,(H) is a cointerval subgraph of G. 
Proof. T,(H) is a comparability graph by definition. Thus, by Proposition 2.1, 
we need only show that 2K, is not an induced subgraph of TR(H). List the vertices 
ofHasul,v2 ,..., v,. At the kth step of Warshall’s algorithm, uk is tested to see if 
there exists a and b with aRu,Rb, and if so, (a, b) is added to the graph. We claim 
that at the end of the kth step, for each kz0, the resulting graph does not contain 
an induced 2K,. We show this by induction on k. 
For k=O, H is unchanged. Therefore, H is a cointerval graph. Assume thattat 
the end of the kth step, the resulting graph does not contain an induced 2K,. Con- 
sider the (k+ 1)st step, and let H’ be the graph that results at the end of this step. 
suppose (a, b) and (c, d) induce a 2K2 in H’. Both (a, 6) and (c, d) did not exist at 
the end of the kth step since by the induction hypothesis, no 2K, existed. There- 
fore, at least one of (a, b) and (c, d) is added in the (k+ 1)st step. 
Case 1: Both (a, b) and (c, d) are added in the (k+ 1)st step when ok+, is proces- 
sed. Therefore, aRvk+, Rb and cRvk+, Rd. Consequently, aRvk+l Rd and (a, d) is 
also added, a contradiction to the 2K2. 
Case 2: (a, b) is added at step k + 1 and (c, d) existed at the end of step k. There- 
fore, aRVk+ 1 Rb. But (a, uk+ 1) and (c, d) do not induce a 2K, since both existed at 
the end of step k. Since {a,~) and {a,d} are not edges, either {uk+i,c} or {uk+l,d} 
is an edge. If uk+i Rc, then the edge {a,~> is added at step k+ 1, a contradiction. 
Similarly, if cRvk+ 1, then edge {c, b} is added, a contradiction. Likewise, both 
dRuk+i and vk+l Rd yield contradictions. Consequently, (a, 6) and (c,d) do not 
induce a 2K,. Thus, H’ is a cointerval graph. 
By induction, T,(H), formed at the end of the rnth step, is a cointerval graph. 0 
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Theorem 2.6. Let G be a comparability graph with transitive orientation R. Then 
cob(G) 5 k if and only if t(GJ 5 k. 
Proof. Let t(G2) = k. Any transitive orientation is an acyclic orientation, hence 
Theorem 2.4 applies and cob(G) I k. 
Let cob(G) I k and H,, Hz, . . . , Hk be cointerval graphs that cover the edges of G. 
For each i=l,2,..., k, let Li be the spanning subgraph of Gz such that the edges 
between V, and I’, are the edges of TR(Hj), and V, is a clique. Since C, and 2K, are 
never subgraphs of a split graph, we need to show that each Li does not contain a 
P4. Suppose Lj for some i contains a P4, al - b2 - c2 - d,, where each of a, 6, c, and 
d are distinct vertices of G. b2 - c2 is an edge of the complete V,, hence bRa and 
cRd in the transitive orientation on G. Since T,(Hi) is a cointerval graph by 
Lemma 2.5, {a, b} and {c, d) do not induce a 2K, in TR(Hi). Therefore, one of the 
following four edges must exist in TR(Hi): {a,d}, (b, c}, {a, c}, or (b, d}. In each 
case there is an orientation prescribed by R. 
Case (i): {a,d} is in TR(Hi). If aRd, then bRa and aRd imply bRd by transi- 
tivity, hence edge { b2, d,} is in L;, a contradiction to the P4. If dRa, then cRd and 
dRa imply cRa, and edge {c2, al} exists in Li, a contradiction to the P4. 
Case (ii): {b, c} is in T,(H,). If bRc, then bRc and cRd imply bRd, and edge 
{b2, d,} exists in Li, a contradiction to the P4. If cRB, then cRb and bRa imply 
cRa, and edge {~,,a,} exists in Li, a contradiction to the P4. 
Case (iii): {a,~} is in TR(Hi). If cRa, then (c2,al} exists in Li, a contradiction to 
the P4. Hence, aRc. But aRc and cRd imply aRd, and bRa and aRd imply bRd, 
and (b2,d,} is an edge of Lj, a contradiction. 
Case (iv): {b, d} is in TR(Hi). If bRd, then we have a contradiction. Therefore, 
dRb. But dRb and cRd imply cRb, and cRb and bRa imply cRa, and {c2, a,} is an 
edge of Li, a contradiction. 
If not all of the vertices of the P4 are distinct, at most two can be identical with 
one in V, and one in V,, say al - b2-a2-d,. But bRa and aRd imply bRd, and 
edge {b,, d,} exists in Li, a contradiction to the P4. 
Therefore each L; does not contain P4 as an induced subgraph. Thus, each Lj is 
a threshold graph. The set of Li’s cover the edges of G2, hence t(G,)<k. 
Therefore, cob(G) 5 k if and only if t(G2) 5 k. 0 
Corollary 2.7. It is possible to determine in polynomial time if the coboxicity of a 
comparability graph is less than or equal to 2. 
Proof. Theorem 2.4 and the Ibaraki - Peled algorithm for threshold dimension 2 
for split graphs can be applied. 0 
Since determining if the threshold dimension of a split graph is less than or equal 
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to k for kz3 is an NP-complete problem, determining if the coboxicity of com- 
parability graphs is less than or equal to k for kr 3 is also an NP-complete problem. 
Corollary 2.8. Let B be the class of graphs whose complements are comparability 
graphs. It is possible to determine in polynomial time if the boxicity of a graph is 
less than or equal to 2 for all graphs in 9. 
Corollary 2.9. If a graph G does not contain P4 as an induced subgraph, then it is 
possible to determine if b(G) 5 2 in polynomial time. 
Proof. If G has no induced P4, then G and G are comparability graphs [8]. The 
result then follows by Corollary 2.8. 0 
A partial order R (irreflexive, transitive, and antisymmetric) on a set S is an inter- 
val order if aRb and cRd imply aRd or cRb for all a, b, c, and d in S. The interval 
dimension of a relation R is the least integer k such that R is the union of k interval 
orders, and is denoted Idim (see Trotter and Bogart [16] for a more detailed 
discussion and the proof of the next proposition). 
Proposition 2.10. A graph G is a cointerval graph if and only if there exists an 
orientation of the edges of G that is an interval order. 
Corollary 2.11. Let (S, R) be a partially ordered set, and G be the directed com- 
parability graph determined by (S, R). Form G2 from G as before. Then, t(G2) 5 k 
if and only if Idim I k. 
In the previous two theorems and corollaries we have indicated how one can use 
a polynomial algorithm for determining if the threshold dimension of a split graph 
is less than or equal to 2 to determine if the boxicity and coboxicity of certain classes 
of graphs is less than or equal to 2. In the next section we will construct other split 
graphs from a given graph in order to give conditions when the threshold dimension 
is less than or equal to 2. 
3. Threshold dimension of graphs 
In this section we transform a graph into two other kinds of split graphs in order 
to use results about split graphs to determine the threshold dimension of certain 
classes of graphs. 
Let G be a graph and define a graph G* from G as follows: 
l V(G*) = V, U V2 where each of 6 is a copy of V(G). 
l {x, y} is an edge of G* if and only if x and y are both in V,, or x=y, or {x, y} 
is an edge of G and x and y are in different v. 
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Figure 2 illustrates the construction of G*. 
G 
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Fig. 2. 
Theorem 3.1. Let G be a graph. If t(G*)~k, then t(G)<k. 
Proof. Let HT,H,*, . . . , H: be k threshold graphs that cover G*. For I = 1,2, . . . , k, 
let H( be the subgraph of G defined by: V(H[) = V(H[*) and {a, b} EE(H[) if and 
only if a#b, {a,b}EE(H;L), aeq and be5 and i#j. H1UH2U---UHk covers 
the edges of G since H;*UHTU a*- U ff: covers the edges of G*. We claim that 
each H, is a threshold graph. 
Suppose H, is not a threshold graph. H, contains P4, C,, or 2K, as an induced 
subgraph. 
Case (i): H, contains the P4, a - b - c-d. But now a, - b2 - c2 - d, is a P4 in H;“, 
a contradiction to H,* being a threshold graph. 
Case (ii): H, contains the C,, a - b - c - d - a. The same argument applies as in 
Case (i): H;” contains the P4, a, - b2 - c2 - d,, a contradiction. 
Case (iii): H[ contains the 2K2, a -b and c-d. But as in the preceding cases H[* 
contains the P4, a, - b2 - c2 - d,, a contradiction. 
Therefore, H, is a threshold graph, and t(G)< k. 0 
Corollary 3.2. Let G be a graph. If t(G*)rk, then cob(G)lk. 
Proof. cob(G)5 t(G), by Proposition 2.2. 0 
Corollary 3.3. Let G be a graph. If t(G*)I k, then b(c)5 k. 
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Theorem 3.1 is not an if and only if theorem. Figure 2 illustrates a graph G with 
t(G)<2, but t(G*)r3 since the edges {a,~}, {b,b}, and {e,e} must be in different 
threshold graphs. 
The clique covering number of a graph is the least number of cliques required to 
cover the vertices of the graph. In each case the cliques are induced subgraphs, hence 
there is a partition of the vertex set of the graph into cliques such that each edge 
is either between 2 cliques or within a clique. The next theorem allows us to deter- 
mine in polynomial time if the threshold dimension of graphs with clique covering 
number 2 is less than or equal to 2. 
Theorem 3.4. Let G be a graph with clique covering number 2 and clique partition 
C, and C,. Let G’ be G - the edges in C,. Then for kz2, 
t(G) 5 k if and only if t(G’) 5 k. 
Proof. Let H,,H2, . . . , Hk be threshold graphs that cover the edges of G so 
t(G)lk. For each i, define L; as follows: V(L,) = V(G’) and {x,y} EE(Li) if and 
only if {x, y} EE(C,) or XE C1 and y E Cz and {x, y} EE(Hi). Each Li is a split 
graph with clique Cl, therefore, does not contain C, or 2K, as induced subgraphs. 
Suppose that for some i, Li contains a P4: a - b - c - d. a and d are vertices of C, 
and b and c are vertices of C,. Since {a, c} and {b,d} are not edges of Li, they are 
not edges of H,. Therefore, a, 6, c, and d induce a P4, C,, or 2K, in Hi, a contra- 
diction to the fact that Hi is a threshold graph. Thus, no P4 exists and each Li is 
a threshold graph. Each edge of G’ is contained in some L,, so the set of Li’S cover 
the edges of G’. Hence, t(G’)I k. 
Now suppose that t(G’) I k. Let L,, Lx, . . . , Lk be a threshold cover of G’. Define 
H, to be the subgraph of G formed by the clique C, and the edges of L, between 
C,andC2.Foreachi=2,3 ,..., k, define Hi to be the subgraph of G formed by the 
clique C, and the edges of Li between C, and C,. The set of HI’s cover the edges 
of G since C, is in H,, C, is in H,, and the edges between are in Hi dependent on 
Lj. Each Hi is also a split graph, so we need only show that it does not contain an 
induced P4 to show that it is a threshold graph. Suppose a P4 exists: a - b-c - d. 
The middle vertices are members of one of the two cliques, so the edges {a, b} and 
{c,d} are in L;. {a, c} and {b,d} are not in Hi, hence are not in Li. But now 
a - b-c-d is a P4 in Li, a contradiction. Therefore, each Hi is a threshold graph, 
and t(G)<k. 0 
Corollary 3.5. If G is a graph with clique covering number 2, then it is possible in 
polynomial time to determine if the threshold dimension is less than or equal to 2. 
Figure 3 illustrates this corollary. 
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